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Abstract
Nowadays, in the era of smart solutions and a huge emphasis on data privacy, it is very
desirable to detect the human presence anonymously and to recognize if the sensed person is
in good health condition. This bachelor thesis is dealing with the detection of people based
on vital sign sensing, specifically on the heart and respiratory rate sensing, an algorithmic
approach is proposed, and the solution is implemented. The data are sensed via UWB
pulse radar or FMCW radar, then the signal is processed, and vital signs are extracted.
The thesis presents the experimental measurements and their results.

Abstrakt
V dnešní době chytrých domácností a velkého důrazu kladeného na ochranu dat, je žádoucí
provádět detekci přítomnosti člověka a také jeho zdravotního stavu anonymně, a to za
pomoci jeho vitálních funkcí. Cílem této práce je provést detekci osob na základě jejich
vitálních funkcí, konkrétně tepu a dechu. Za tímto účelem je navržen algoritmický přístup
a následně je implementováno řešení. Tep a dech je snímán UWB a FMCW radarem,
následně jsou získaná data zpracována a zmíněné vitální funkce jsou extrahovány. V práci
je také představeno experimentální měření a jeho výsledky.
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Rozšířený abstrakt

Úvod
V dnešní době chytrých domácností a velkého důrazu kladeného na ochranu dat, je žádoucí
provádět detekci přítomnosti člověka a také jeho zdravotního stavu anonymně, a to napřík-
lad za pomoci jeho vitálních funkcí. Cílem této práce je provést detekci osob na základě
jejich vitálních funkcí, konkrétně tepu a dechu.

Výsledkem je algoritmus pro každé zařízení, které je schopno detekovat, zda je v míst-
nosti přítomna osoba. Pokud je osoba přítomna a zároveň se nachází pod vhodným
pozorovacím úhlem, pak je možné detekovat její vitální funkce. Řešení je doplněno o
jednoduché grafické rozhraní.

Návrh

Zpracování signálu a detekce osoby

U UWB radarem nasnímaných dat je provedena hardwarová dolní konverze (Downconver-
sion) a ve formátu IQ (In-phase and Quadrature) jsou data poslána do zařízení k násled-
nému zpracování. U přijatých dat je redukován šum vytvořený radarovým oscilátorem. U
FMCW radaru jsou data příjata přímo v IQ formátu, která jsou dále filtrována. Každý pří-
chozí rámec se odečte od předchozího a z rozdílu těchto rámců je pomocí Rychlé Fourierovy
transformace vypočítána vzdálenostní mapa.

Dech a tep jsou charakteristické periodické činnosti lidského organismu, které pravidelně
hýbou tělem (výdech a nádech), a tím mění i vzdálenost mezi detekovanou osobou a
radarem. Aby mohly být tyto pohyby detekovány, je z koplexního signálu vypočítána
fáze, která je přímo závislá na vzdálenosti mezi detekovanou osobou a radarem.

Za účelem zjištění, zda může radar z příchozích dat zjišťovat vitální funkce, je de-
tekováno, zda se v dané místnosti nachází osoba, zda se daná osoba hýbe, nebo je v klidu.
Byly navrženy dva způsoby detekce. První pomocí detekce vlastnostních vektorů a druhá
pomocí již vypočítané vzdálenostní mapy.

Extrakce dechové a tepové frekvence

Vypočítaná fáze, v celé snímané délce přímo z filtrovaného signálu u metody feature vectors
a nebo ze vzdálenostní mapy u metody druhé, je ukládána do rolujicí fronty se zadanou
délkou. Každá horizontální osa maticové fronty znázorňuje měnící se fázi v čase, a to pro
danou vzdálenost.

Pomocí Rychlé Fourierovi transformace je vypočítáno spektrum dané měnící se fáze v
čase, a to pro každou snímanou vzdálenost radaru. Pokud je v daném spektru nalezena
nějaká dominantní frekvence, u které je její mocnost x-krát větší něž průměr mocnosti
zbytku signálu, pak je tato vzdálenost vybrána pro detekování osoby.

Frekvence s největší mocností reprezentuje dechovou frekvenci, která je vzhledem k
pohybu celého hrudníku dominantní. Frekvence s druhou největší mocností reprezentuje
tepovou frekvenci.



Zpřesnění vitálních funkcí

Vypočítané vitální funkce získané z předchozího kroku je možné zpřesnit pomocí 4 navržených
metod, protože přesnost výsledku z předchozího kroku je závislá na velikosti výpočetní rol-
lující fronty. První metoda zerro-padding zvyšuje počet vzorků signálu a používá se v
kombinaci s nějakou další metodou. Další dvě metody přepočítávají délku periody fáze
signálu, a to na základě vzdáleností vrcholů amplitůd a nebo protnutí x-ové osy. Poslední
metoda zpřesňuje pozici největšího vrcholu pomocí kvadraturní interpolace.

Implementace

Zařízení

K vývoji byly použity tři radary. Dva od společnosti Infineon a jeden od společnosti Xethru.
Radar od společnosti Xethru je typu UWB pulzní radar a radary od společnosti Infineon
jsou typu FMCW.

Aplikace

Aplikace byla implementována v jazyce Python3.5, z důvodu existující komunikační kni-
hovny od společnosti Xethru a spousty podpůrných knihoven, nejen pro zpracování signálu
jako např.: NumPy, Matplotlib, SciPy. Pro radary od společnosti Infineon byla přepsána
komunikační knihovna, která je v jazyce C a byla napojena pomocí standardní knihovny
ctypes. Výstupní data jsou zobrazována v jednoduché grafické aplikaci, která byla vytvořena
v standardní grafické knihovně jazyka Python tkinter. Nastavení radaru probíhá taktéž v
této aplikaci. Data z měření je možné ukládat do JSON souboru.

Experimentování
Byly vytvořeny 3 testovací schémata, které mají simulovat skutečné použití této aplikace. V
prvních dvou případech se jedná o místnosti různých velikostí, kde se testovaná osoba vždy
posadí na konkrétní místo a po nějaké době se přesune na jiné. V posledním testovacím
schématu je monitorována osoba ve spánku. Jako referenční hodnoty slouží údaje z hrudního
pásu určeného pro snímání tepu a záznam z mikrofonu pro porovnání dechové frekvence,
které jsou během testování zobrazeny na obrazovce.

V rámci testování bylo u prvních dvou schémat testováno 5 lidí s pěti opakováními a u
třetího schématu byli 4 lidé monitorováni ve spánku.

Závěr
Hlavní cíle práce byly naplněny, kdy byl na univerzitou poskytnutých radarech navržen
algoritmus pro detekci osob v místnosti, a to za pomocí vitálních funcí. Implementace
dokáže detekovat vzdálenost osoby od radaru, a pokud je osoba v klidu, tak i její vitální
funkce. Funkčnost algoritmu byla prokázana testováním, kdy zařízení od společnosti Xethru
dosahovalo výrazně přesnějších výsledků.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Everywhere around us is a broad range of a spectrum of radiation. The radiation is coming
from the space, but also everything around us is emitting it, including electronics. Elec-
tronics are nowadays indispensable gadgets our society cannot function without. These
devices are developing rapidly, and one of the main characteristics of modern electronics
are devices which are communicating, working and sensing mostly via radio waves.

Radio waves can be used not only for transmitting data but also for detecting objects
by radars. Radars had been used mainly for monitoring airspace or as a speed camera,
but with the arrival of new, more accurate, harmless-to-health and more accessible tech-
nologies, radars are starting to be used to accurately monitoring space in front of the
radars. These modern radars are one of the key technologies which people use in modern
security, autonomous and anonymous monitoring systems, e.g. radars in autonomous and
security systems in vehicles, detection of liquid levels, burglar alarm systems, monitoring
and detection of objects including people [2]. Smart home systems use all these benefits
plentifully.

Figure 1.1: Radar from autonomous system in car.

This thesis focuses on the usage of radars in the detection of people based on vital sign
sensing, namely via two out of four primary vital signs – respiration rate and pulse. In
the approach for detection of people, it is necessary to use advanced radar technologies
which have sufficient resolution and can detect static objects, e.g. FMCW radars or pulse
radars. The significant advantage of this solution is that in the era of the data protection
system, we can receive and achieve very accurate data about humans without processing
and collecting any personal information (images of persons). This thesis suggests a possible
algorithmic approach for indoor detection of people, including the processing of distance

2



radar signal. In the second part, the suggested algorithm will be implemented, tested, and
the results of the tests will be demonstrated.

This thesis was written as a bachelor thesis within the research group STRaDe under
prof. Martin Drahanský in Brno University of Technology Faculty of Information Technol-
ogy.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

For the understanding of radars, their set up and usage of the radars, it is necessary to
understand specific fields of study – physics of electromagnetic radiation, how radars work.
This section splits into three subsections. First deals with physical aspects of radiation,
second focuses on Doppler effect, third contains the types of radars, fourth deals with the
detection of people and also focuses on currently used technologies of detection of people
and last section briefly describes vital signs.

2.1 Physics of electromagnetic radiation
Electromagnetic radiation is everywhere around us, e.g. visible light, radio waves, infrared
(heat), microwaves, x-rays, ultraviolet rays. It is a flow of energy (photons). It is synchro-
nised oscillation of mutually linked electric and magnetic fields - electromagnetic waves.
The main characteristics of electromagnetic radiation are frequency f and wavelength 𝜆.
The electromagnetic radiation has almost constant speed of propagation (speed of light) in
the air 𝑣 = 𝑐 = 3 · 108𝑚 · 𝑠−1.

𝑓 =
𝑣

𝜆
=

𝑐

𝜆
=

3 · 108

𝜆
(2.1)

Another characteristic of electromagnetic radiation is the energy of radiation. It depends
on the frequency of electromagnetic radiation and the constant of the energy of the photon
given by Planck’s constant ℎ = 6, 626 · 10−34𝐽 · 𝑠.

𝑊 = ℎ · 𝑓 (2.2)

The wavelength characterises the electromagnetic spectrum by the wavelength. It splits
into classes by the wavelength/spectrum.

Band Frequency f Wavelenght 𝜆

HF and lower 30 Hz - 30 MHz 10 Mm - 10 m
VHF 30 MHz - 300 MHz 10 m - 1 m
P 300 MHz - 1 GHz 130 cm - 30 cm
L 1 GHz - 2 GHz 30 cm - 15 cm
S 2 GHz - 4 GHz 15 cm - 7.5 cm
C 4 GHz - 8 GHz 7.5 cm - 3.75 cm
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X 8 GHz - 12.5 GHz 3.75 cm - 2.4 cm
Ku 12.5 GHz - 18 GHz 2.4 cm - 1.67 cm
K 18 GHz - 26.5 GHz 1.67 cm - 1.13 cm
Ka 26.5 GHz - 40 GHz 1.13 cm - 0.75 cm

Table 2.1: Frequency spectrum IEEE. Source [32].

Electromagnetic waves are efficiently reflecting from objects with a similar or bigger size
as the size of the wavelength 𝜆. When the object has a smaller size than the size of the
wavelength, it reflects waves with lower energy and they are detected worse. That is why
recognition of objects with radars are dependent on the frequency of electromagnetic waves
transmitted from a radar.

𝜆 =
𝑐

𝑓
(2.3)

2.2 Doppler effect
Doppler effect (shift) describes a change of frequency of a wave between two objects, where
one object is transmitting frequency and the second object receiving it, and the relative
velocity between these two objects is nonzero. When the target is moving to the radar, the
reflected frequency will be higher than the transmitted one and when the target is moving
out of the radar, the reflected frequency will be lower, than transmitted frequency [29] [21].
Doppler frequency fd[Hz] is

𝑓d =
2 · 𝑓Tx · 𝑣

𝑐
· 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 (2.4)

where fTx is carrier frequency, v is object velocity, c is speed of light and 𝛼 is angel
between beam center and target moving direction. With the transformation of this formale
is possible to count velocity of the object

𝑣 =
𝑐 · 𝑓d

2 · 𝑓Tx · 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼
(2.5)

2.3 Radars
In this chapter are explained and described principles of how radars generally work and
types of radars, which are used in this thesis.

2.3.1 Basic principles of radars

Radar is an electromagnetic device which detects and locates reflecting objects (e.g. peo-
ple, planes, vehicles, ships). It radiates energy to the space. The signal travels through the
space and reflects off objects, and the radar detects echo signals reflected from objects in
space. The reflected signal is evaluated in the radar, and it can detect the object. Also
from the comparison of transmitted and received signal the radar can compute the velocity
of the object. From the time in which signal travels from the radar to the targeted object
and back, we can count the distance between the radar and the object. The range R is
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Figure 2.1: Doppler effect. Source: [8].

where c is speed of light, 𝜏 is delay of signal (time to object and back).

𝑅 =
𝑐 · 𝜏

2
(2.6)

The radar composes from these main parts: transmitter, receiver, antenna, evaluation
system.

The transmitter creates an accurate short duration of high energy frequency and emits
it through antennas to space.

The receiver receives the echo signal. The received echo signal has to be amplified to
an adequate level (depends on the distance of the object) and demodulated.

The antenna transfers the transmitter’s energy to the signal in space or it can receive
any other back. The type, the direction and the settings of the antenna affect the size, the
distance and the space of detected objects.

The evaluation system compares transmitted and received signals, counts and evalu-
ates data from the signals and detects objects [29] [21].

2.3.2 Types of radars

In this chapter three types of radars are described. Devices used in this thesis can be set
as types of radars described bellow. Posetion2Go and Distance2Go can behave as FMCW
and CW radar. Xethru X4M03 can be set as Pulse radar.

CW radar

Continuous-wave radar is a type of the radar, where the radar’s transmitter transmits a
continuous harmonic signal with the constant frequency. The signal reflects off objects and
receiver of the radar receives it. When the object is stable (non-moving), the frequency of
the received signal is the same as the transmitted signal, and the radar ignores it. When
the object is moving, the Doppler effect causes a change of the frequency. The radar
compares transmitted and received frequencies, and from the shift of the frequencies, it

6



Figure 2.2: Basic principle of radar. Source: [5].

counts the velocity of the object. Because of the continuous harmonic signal with the
constant frequency, the radar is not able to determine when the signal is transmitted and
when the echo signal is received. Hence the radar cannot count the range between the
object and the radar, because the radar does not have the time of the signal’s transmission
between the radar and the object. FMCW radars deal with this problem [22].

FMCW radar

Frequency modulated continuous wave radar is a type of the radar where a transmitter
transmits a signal from the frequency-modulated voltage controlled oscillator. Usually,
the modulation is a Sawtooth wave type, because it is easy to ascertain delay of the echo
signal. From the frequency modulated signal, the radar can determine (in the mixer) when
the signal was transmitted and when it is received. Hence the radar can count the time
of transmission between the radar and the object and can count their range. The radar
counts the difference between transmitted and received frequencies. From the bandwidth,
the period of modulation signal and the difference of the frequencies, the radar counts the
distance [15] [29] [22] [19]. Range R between the radar and the object can be counted

𝑅 =
𝑐 · 𝑇 c · 𝑓b

2𝐵
(2.7)

where c is speed of light, Tc is up-chirp time, fb beat frequency, which is corresponding
to the target and B bandwidth.

When the object is moving it is necessary to add Doppler shift to the transmitted and
received frequencies and then the radar can count the range between the radar and the
object as the previous paragraph.

UWB pulse radar

Ultra-wideband impulse radar is a type of the radar, where a transmitter of this radar
transmits a short electromagnetic impulse in front of the radar. The impulse is reflecting
off the objects and the radar receives the signal through the receiver. For every sample

7



Figure 2.3: Basic principle of FMCW radar operation. Source: [15].

Figure 2.4: Basic principle of FMCW radar. Source: [15].

rate, the radar saves data for each range to the range bin. When the last data of one period
is saved , the radar transmits pulse signal again and repeats this process. As the radar
sends just an electromagnetic impulse in every working period it radiates less energy than
for example FMCW radar (this radar continually transmits the signal). That is why UWB
radar can operate with the larger bandwidth and still allow regulations [26].

Figure 2.5: Basic principle of FMCW radar. Source: [26].
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2.4 State of the art of technologies in the detection of people
and their usage

2.4.1 Technologies in the detection of people

This paragraph describes some of the most popular sensors for detecting people.

Radars

Radar is a device, which uses radio waves to ascertain range, velocity, angle and way
of movement of objects around the radar. A few years ago, small and relatively cheap
microwave radars with good accuracy and reasonable price, appeared on the market. This
fact opened new ways how to use them. The radars are now one of the best sensors for
the detection of people. They can provide long-range detection (up to 30 meters) in a wide
area with high resolution, without daylight, and they can detect more targets. That is why
they can be used for measuring speed and distance, monitoring public places, sensing vital
signs in smart homes, controling smart homes [2] [33] and also being part of security and
autonomous systems.

In comparison with another sensor e.g. PIR sensors, radars with high resolution can
recognise humans from animals, and they can detect the direction of movement. Therefore
they can also be used for automatic doorway system to reduce their number of openings.
When radars detect people via vital signs, they can also detect a state of health of the
person and evaluate it.

Radars are usually composed of evaluation and control part, the transmitter, the receiver
and the antenna. Their functionality is more deeply described in the Type of radars section.

Digital image recognition

Detection of people is also possible via camera, from video or image. For humans, the visual
detection of people is usually an effortless task compared to machines. The problem with
this method is the data privacy because of collecting visual data about people. Another
problem can be the usage of this method in the adverse visual conditions, but for specific
applications thermo-cameras can be used. The camera records the data (image, video) and
the it is segmented. It means that objects are separated into specific groups. Further the
algorithm extracts features of the groups and from their features and classifies them via a
classifier. The classifier can be, e.g. Bayes classifier, K – means classifier or neural network
[18].

Lidar

Lidar – light detection and ranging is a sensor for detecting the distance between a sensor
and surrounding objects around the sensor via laser. Because of its high accuracy, it is
used for scanning surface, including humans and consequent detection of the object (e.g.
autonomous systems, tracking people). The sensor has the transmitter, which emits light
and the receiver, which is a light sensor and detects the reflected light. From the time of
travel of the light, the distance of the object is calculated (from the speed of light). From all
distances the sensor creates a depth map of all objects around. These sensors can usually
map 2D and 3D space [4].
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PIR sensor

PIR sensors are one of the most used sensors for the detection of people. They are mostly
in automatic lights or security detection systems and detect infrared radiation (heat). PIR
sensor usually composes from two pyroelectric sensors, which are connected as reverse
inputs into a differential amplifier. When the sensor is idle, these two parts detect the same
amount of infrared radiation (also when the sensor is affected by the temperature changes
or sunlight) and signals are cancelled. When the body comes to the detecting area of the
sensor, firstly it affects the first pyroelectric sensor and then the second one. This action
causes differential change and activates the PIR sensor [13].

Figure 2.6: Light with PIR sensor.

2.4.2 Usage of detection of people

This paragraph describes some of the most popular usages of the detection of people.

Searching people in objects

Emergency services widely use detection of people in or under objects, buildings and in
many other places. When members of these services know the exact position of people in
the critical situation, they can better assess and analyse the situation and make the right
decision. It can also speed up the decision process and save time and lives. Firefighters and
rescuers are using detection of people to locate people under avalanches, after earthquakes
or in objects under fire [6]. Armed, prison and border services are using it for detection of
people before a strike or as an antismuggling human detecting system.

Smart homes and automatic systems

Smart homes and smart electronic usually make their decision based on sensor data, for
example temperature, weather, the brightness of light and daylight. When electronics and
smart homes can detect people, the system has much more applications. It can smartly
track and detect people, turn on/off or regulate light, temperature, open windows or doors
and check their vital signs [2] [33]. The system can save energy, lives and enhance the
quality of life.

Smart cities

Functions of smart cities are similar to the functions of smart homes. Smart cities use
monitoring to run the city more efficiently, for example save money, energy make them
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more secure. Trafic management detects pedestrians and vehicles to control traffic lights.
Cities also use CCTV with detection of the people to prevent and solve crimes and protect
inhabitants against it [9] [32].

Security systems

Security systems are a common part of everyday life. Everywhere around us are private
properties and they need to be protected. There are a lot of dangerous and forbidden
locations too. These areas and objects can be secured in many ways, but sensors which
detect movement or people are used most commonly.

Figure 2.7: Burglar alarm system.

Autonomous safety systems

One of the major characteristic features of autonomous systems are safety features. The
highest priority of these systems is to protect people, both direct and indirect users. One of
the biggest and most rapidly developing usage of these systems is in transportation, namely
in cars, buses, trains and docks. Another, no less important, usage is in factories where big
autonomous machines work. These machines have to detect humans when they are around
or in their movement trajectory in order to avoid any injuries.

Commercial/statistics purposes

Detecting and tracking of the people is the key activity in stores, transportation and gener-
ally in places where is a higher concentration of people. Stores use detection, counting and
tracking of the people for marketing purposes. Owners can redistribute selling products to
maximise their profits via collected data about where and how long customers are spending
their time in the store (data about customers movement). Stores also use collected data to
ascertain how many employees they need at the specific time and where (how many cashiers
should be open). Carriers use these monitoring techniques in transportation to ascertain
how much transport capacity they need.

2.5 Vital signs and their remote detection

2.5.1 Vital signs

The essential physiological functions of the human body are objectively measured by vital
signs. Temperature, blood pressure, respiration rate, and heart rate are traditionally con-
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sidered as the main vital signs. Abnormalities of vital signs can refer to health difficulties
[28]. This work is dealing with the measurement of respiratory and heart rate.

Body temperature

Body temperature is a complex and nonlinear variable. The optimal range varies across
living organisms. The temperature of the human body normally ranges from 36.5 to 37.5
degrees centigrade. Several factors can affect the temperature such as diurnal cycles, age,
exercise, and menstruation cycle in women [10] [28].

Blood pressure

The blood pressure is the force of the circulating blood on the side of the vas wall. It is a
vital sign that reflects the state of homeostasis of an organism . The process of measuring
blood pressure consists of gauging systolic and diastolic pressure. The systolic is the max-
imum pressure felt on the artery during ventricular contractions and diastolic pressure is
the pressure immediately before the ventricular contractions occur . The optimal systolic
pressure of a healthy person is 120 mm Hg and optimal diastolic pressure is 80 mm Hg . The
blood pressure fluctuates during the day and depends on age, gender, state of vigilance of
person, on a physical stain, and also mental strain, specifically on weight, emotions, stress,
exercise, and also on ethnicity and culture [10] [11] [12].

Respiratory rate

The respiratory rate is expressed by the number of breaths per minute and a normal respi-
ratory rate in an average adult vary around 12 to 20 breaths per minute. Besides its rate
also a depth and the pattern of breathing are crucial parameters of the measurement. An
increased rate of more than 20 breaths per minute can occur in special conditions such as
emotional change, exercise, or pregnancy. Ventilation less than 12 breaths per minute can
be related to the consumption of alcohol, narcotics, or metabolic derangements [28].

Heart rate

Recent clinical evidence shows that the normal heart rate in an adult at physical and mental
rest range from 50 to 95 beats per minute. However the traditional range used in practice
is between 60 to 100 beats per minute. The range varies among gender, specifically, women
have a slightly faster rate after puberty. The rate less than 50 beats per minute refers to
bradycardia but it can normally occur in the well-trained athlete. Tachycardia is a rapid
rate of more than 95 or 100 beats per minute. An increased rate can normally accompany
anxiety or exercise [10].

2.5.2 Vital signs remote detection

Radars

There are plenty of approaches to the detection of vital signs via radars which use different
techniques and different types of these devices such as CW, FMCW, UWB pulse, Doppler
radars. The basic principle of the vital sign detection is based on the changes of the signals,
which reflect off the detected target. The changes are caused by the vital signs of breathing
and heart rate. A radar’s receiver receives the changed signal, then this signal is processed,
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and vital signs are extracted. Some of these techniques are also capable to monitor person
in longer distances (more than 5 meters) [20].

Visual detection

Nowadays the often used method for the detection of the vital signs is based on the detection
of the target temperature via Thermo camera. The heat image of the person is sensed, and
then the image is processed and classified, see more detailed description in this section [18].

Another optical monitoring method is based on the photoplethysmogram. This method
uses properties of the tissues and the blood when the blood absorbs the light more than
the tissues around. This phenomenon changes the optical properties of the skin. The
photoplethysmogram is a device which lightens the skin and then the photodetector obtains
optical properties of the skin. Based on the properties of the sensed skin, this device is
capable of ascertaining the changing main colour components and via signal processing
techniques extracts cardiorespiratory [3].

Laser detection

Optical vibrocardiography is another approach to detect vital signs remotely. The laser
Doppler vibrometer (LDV) is directed towards the target, usually on the chest of the sensed
person. The beam from LDV is reflecting off the chest, and the sensor via Doppler inter-
ferometry counts the velocity of the vibration of the surface (chest). This obtained signal
is noise reduced, data processed. The frequency from the signal peaks is obtained and also
heart rate counted [24].
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Chapter 3

System architecture

In the first part, the chapter describes all used sensors in this solution and in the second
part proposes a solution for the detection of people based on vital sign sensing.

3.1 Used radars
In this chapter, radars that are used in this research are described.They are three: Infineon
Distance2Go development kit [7], Infineon Position2Go development kit [27], Xethru X4M03
[34]. All information about radars are available on the products websites.

3.1.1 Infineon radars

This section describes both radars from Infineon company, which is one of the biggest
companies in smart homes embedded solutions. Both radars are FMCW type 2.3.2 and
are in this section because they have the same interface, operation and control software.
Radars operate in free global available ISM [17] frequency band from 24GHz to 24.25GHz.
Kits are optically split into two parts – breakable debugger and sensor board. Radars are
built into an evaluation board with Infineon XMCTM ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M4 MCU. Their
MCU firmware can be redesign and flash into the board via XMCTM flasher on the debugger
side of the kit, that is why signal sampling and preprocessing can be performed on the kit.
Radars can be connected to the device with micro USB or UART and are distribute with
C, Matlab and UART interface and simple radar GUI. The differences between these two
sensors are in their hardware specification.

Specification of the Distance2Go development kit

Radar utilises one radar chip transceiver Infineon BGT24MTR11 RF which has one trans-
mitter and one receiver, Infineon XMC4200 32-bit ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M4 MCU. The dis-
tribution contains four prepared firmwares for this radar for raw, doppler radar, FMCW
radar and combination of FMCW and doppler radar data. This radar can generate dis-
tance, speed and direction of movement data. See the table below for more specifications
3.1). Price of this kit was 214 USD (2019) [7].

Maximal distance 12 m (human detectable)
Horizontal angel 20∘
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Vertical angel 42∘
Dimension 5 cm x 4,5 cm x 1,2 cm
MCU XMC4200 32-bit ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M4 MCU
Band 24 GHz – 24.25 GHz
EIRP 21 dBm

Table 3.1: Distance2Go development kit specification.

Figure 3.1: Distance2Go development kit.

Specification of the Position2Go development kit

The main difference between the previous and this radar is that this radar utilises one radar
chip transceiver Infineon BGT24MTR12 RF which has one transmitter and two receivers,
Infineon XMC4700 32-bit ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M4 MCU. The distribution contains four
prepared firmwares for this radar, for raw, and FMCW radar data. In comparison to
Distance2Go, this radar can also generate the angle of an object, thanks to two receivers.
See the table below for more specifications 3.2. Price of this kit was 286 USD (2019) [27].

Maximal distance 12 m (human detectable)
Horizontal angel 76∘
Vertical angel 19∘
Dimension 6 cm x 5 cm x 1.2 cm
MCU XMC4700 32-bit ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M4 MCU
Band 24 GHz – 24.25 GHz
EIRP 18 dBm

Table 3.2: Postion2Go development kit specification.

3.1.2 Xethru radar

The last sensor is from the company Xethru which is focusing on smart homes and presence
and respiration sensors. This sensor X4 is UWB pulse-type 2.3.2 and can work on 7.29.
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Figure 3.2: Position2Go development kit.

Development kit’s name is Xethru X4M03 and consists of three parts: X4SIP02 radar sub-
system (with X4 chip), antenna board and XTMCU02 MCU board with ARM R○ Cortex R○
- M7 MCU. On the radars kit, setting up, communication, signal sampling, preprocessing
and processing can be done via Xethru Embedded Platform. After development it is possi-
ble to produce this solution in high volume with single board X4M02. Kit X4M03 because
of the low power spectrum, is certified for usage in EU, USA and Canada (CE/ETSI, FCC,
ISED). Radar can be connected to the device with USB, UART and GPIO and is distribute
with the interface to Matlab, Python, C++ and C.

Specification of the X4M03 development kit

Radar utilises oner radar chip Xethru X4, ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M7 MCU. See the table below
for more specifications 3.3. Price of this kit was 399 USD (2019)1.

Maximal distance 10 m
Horizontal angel 65∘
Vertical angel 65∘
Dimension 5.8 cm x 3 cm x 1.5 cm
MCU ARM R○ Cortex R○ - M7 MCU
Band 7.29 GHz
EIRP -15.5 dBm
Table 3.3: X4M03 development kit specification.

Figure 3.3: X4M03 development kit.

1Xethru shop: https://shop.xethru.com/x4m03
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3.2 Algorithm description
The detection of people based on remotely vital sign sensing is built on precise detecting
of the range between the target and the radar. Human bodies with their breathing and
their heart beating change the distance between the body and the radar (inhalation and
exhalation) periodically [2], and it creates periodic signals, which are visible in radar’s radio
frequencies. The radar senses these signals, they are hardware segmented, preprocessed
(remove clutter and noise) and because of the discrete periodical respiratory and heart rate
signal the FFT (fast Fourier transformation) is used. This algorithmic approach consists of
four parts: Signal preprocessing, Detection of human, Respiratory, and heart rate extraction
and Vital sign accuracy improvement. The main idea to use FFT for vital sign detection
comes from this article [1].

3.2.1 Signal preprocessing

Downconversion

Radar provides a higher raw radio frequency signal. To enhance the provided data, a down-
conversion method is used. Those data contain less noise and they are converted to lower
frequencies with no modulation. This method also preserves the data information. The
downconversion converts radio frequency signal into the baseband signal which is usually
represented by complex IQ data. In the downconversion, the sampled radio frequency signal
is multiplied by complex sine with the frequency, which is equal to the transmitted pulse
frequency. After this multiplication, pulse frequencies are centered at sum and difference
frequencies. The lowpass filter filters out the sum frequencies and keeps the difference fre-
quencies (filter out band energy). The signal can be downsampled with decimation (holds
only Xth sample) [26].

In-phase and Quadrature

Data from the radar are represented by IQ data (In-phase and Quadrature) because ana-
logue/digital converter converts only the real part of the complex signal. To gain a full
complex signal it is necessary to angle modulate the second component of the IQ signal,
the Q component. It means that the I component contains only the real part of the complex
signal and Q component contains “phase quadrature” signal, signal 90∘ out of phase (i.e.
𝜋/2), the imaginary part of the complex signal. Since cosine is 𝜋/2 shifted compared to
the sine, these formulas can be used for definition of IQ components 3.1 3.2.

𝐼 = 𝐴 cos(𝜑) (3.1)
𝑄 = 𝐴 sin(𝜑) (3.2)

From IQ signal it is easily possible to count signal magnitude (amplitude) A 3.3 and
phase 𝜑 3.4 [23].

𝐴2 = 𝐼2 + 𝑄2 (3.3)

𝜑 = arctan(
𝑄

𝐼
) (3.4)
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Phase noise reduction

When the radar is sensing unchanging space in the radar’s phase of the signal, small random
fluctuation differences between each time frame are present. These differences are causing
additional noise of the radar signal. The oscillator of the sampling system generates them
by its oscillation. This solution is comparing differences between the time frames, and these
small vibrations can add the unwanted signal’s frequencies, which can harm the future signal
processing. That is why it is necessary to remove this noise from the signal. For this reason,
the phase noise correction method is used. Firstly the reference bin is selected (signal of
the specific distance), where the movement should not be present (one of the first bins) and
the reference phase value for this bin is sensed (mean of the last x values of this specific
bin). After obtaining the reference value, every other frame is phase corrected. In the
phase noise correction, firstly the difference between the reference bin’s phase value and the
current bin’s phase value is counted. This difference shows the phase noise of the specific
frame, and to get rid of this noise, phase shift through all bins is needed. Because the phase
noise is correlated throughout the frame and the downconverted baseband data are used,
the phase shift can be done by the multiplication of the signal frame by the complex factor
of the phase difference. The result of the multiplication is phase corrected signal [25].

Direct path

The main principle of the function of radars is transmitting the signal from the transmitter
and receiving it with the receiver 2.3.2. When the signal is transmitted, part of the signal
goes straight from the transmitter to the receiver. This causes higher reflection (signal)
intensity at the begging of the received signal and that is why these bins are ignored.

3.2.2 Detection of human

Detection of the human is based on accurate sensing of a change of the distance between
the radar and the person. To get an accurate change of the distance the phase of the signal
is counted from the obtained IQ signal 3.4, because the change of the signal’s phase in the
time depends on the change of the distance in the time and wavelength of the transmitted
signal 𝜆 3.5. Wavelength is invariable in time, and that is why the signal’s phase depends
only on the distance [31].

𝜑(𝑡) = 2𝜋
𝑑(𝑡)

𝜆
. (3.5)

Feature vectors detection

The algorithm counts the signal’s phases for all bins (all specific distances) in every sweep,
and it saves these phases into the rolling buffer of the size of an evaluation window (sampling
frequency * time of the window). The rolling buffer is a matrix buffer which represents
changing of the phase in a specific bin in the horizontal time dimension, and in vertical
dimension it represents bins. 3.4. To obtain vital signs from the space ,where the target
person is located, the person’s bin needs to be detected in the evaluation window.

Detection of the person is executed via FFT because phase in the evaluation window is
a discrete signal and the vital signs create periodic movements. These movements can be
detected in the FFT’s output which is in the spectral domain and the absolute value of the
FFT’s output represents the magnitude of the frequencies from the imputed phase signal.
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Figure 3.4: Heatmap of the evaluation window.

Because breathing is a dominant periodic signal, localization of the breathing periodicity
is performed by the method of the sharpness of its FFT magnitude spectrum.

If the biggest FFT’s magnitude peak is x times higher than the arithmetical mean of
the remaining magnitudes, then it shows that this signal is strongly periodic and the peak
frequency is probably a breath rate. This algorithm takes only the first bin which matches
this criterion, because when the signal reflects off the person (or another object), part of
the signal can reflect off the target not directly back to the radar, but to the wall. Then
it reflects off the wall into the radar indirectly. This phenomenon is called Multipath and
creates bins behind the original one, which have similar signal characteristics 3.4.

The signal from the movement of the sensed person can contain more powerful fre-
quencies, and the algorithm can falsely detect this stronger frequency magnitude, which
incorrectly substitutes the breath rate. To avoid the false interpretation of these data in
the evaluation process, the feature vectors of the specific device’s evaluation window are
extracted and saved as thresholds. The comparison of the current feature vectors with the
saved ones can show if the human is present in the evaluation window, if he is moving or if
he is calm. Also the person’s vital signs can be detected. As a feature vector are used: an
average of the bins maximal peak’s magnitude, an average of the bins remain magnitude,
an average power of the bins (frequency multiplied by its magnitude).

Fast range detection

The second algorithm for human detection is built on the Fast range algorithm (FFT of
all distance bins) [19]. The incoming signal contains static and non-static objects, and the
algorithm has to recognize if there is a person, if the person is moving or if it is calm and if
it can be measured from the frame (or mean of the chirps in the frame in FMCW radars).
The algorithm counts and subtracts every incoming FFT’s frame from the previous FFT’s
frame. This method removes static objects from the frequency spectrum [2]. The result of
the subtraction is transformed as the function of the distance in the time and its phase is
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Figure 3.5: Phase variation in time.

saved into the rolling buffer. The algorithm selects as a target the non-static object with
the distance, which has the highest absolute result of the multiplication of the imaginary
and complex component of the signal in the specific bin 3.6.

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 = |𝑅𝑒 * 𝐼𝑚| (3.6)

Both methods can usually handle small movements of limbs. While the person is static,
the limbs are usually discarded because they are present in different bins. When the limb
motions are aperiodic and stronger, they can mask breathing and heart rate in detecting
time window. This method works with small movements such as writing on a laptop, check-
ing the phone. These movements are aperiodic, but usually, they do not mask breathing
and heart rate and in another step are filtered as white noise.

The respiratory and heart rate signal is periodic compared to other movements. That
is why we can detect this signal when the person is not facing the radar. When the person
is facing the radar with its back, the signal is vice versa.

In FMCW radars additional methods for extraction of extra data such as angle and
speed of a target can be used . Doppler range (slow range) can be computed from the new
FFT of the fast range of each chirp. The new FFTs are computed from all chirps of every
single bin. The maximal value from FFT magnitude is the correct velocity of the bin, and
via multiplication of the maximal wavelength per meter by doppler frequency per each bin,
the speed of the target can be computed [19].

If the radar has two antennas, an angle of the target in space can be computed. The
algorithm selects the highest value from the slow range’s bin of the target from both an-
tennas. Then the algorithm computes the difference of these values, and the target angle
is computed from this formula 3.7 [14].

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = sin−1(
𝜑

2𝜋
× 𝜆

𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑎
) (3.7)

3.2.3 Respiratory and heart rate extraction

In the previous step the bin was selected, the phase of this bin was obtained and the
information, if the data can be used, extracted. If the person is calm and the person’s vital
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Figure 3.6: Ilustration of counting Doppler (slow) range map. Source: [14].

sign can be monitored then the algorithm continues with the spectral analyses to the next
step.

Basic respiratory rate extraction

The estimated respiratory rate is obtained by performing FFT on the selected bin (phase of
the reflected signal in time) The maximal peak of the FFT (the most significant spectrum
magnitude) gives us an initial estimation of the respiratory rate. The respiratory rate is
computed by multiplication frequency of the maximal peak by 60 (frequency is converted
to breathe per minute). This method’s accuracy is reliant on the accuracy of the FFT
spectrum 3.8

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
1

𝑇
, (3.8)

where T is the total time of the evaluation window. The evaluation can be provided more
frequently than the time of the evaluation window. If the person is motionless after some
movement, the strong movement signal persists, and it is not possible to sense the person
during the time in which the signal is in the evaluation window.

In the phase-frequency ,the strongest peak can sometimes belongs to the lower frequency
which cannot be considered as a breath rate. This signal can be filtered out via allowed
frequencies for the respiratory rate (i.e. respiratory rate has to be higher than 3 bpm).

Basic hearth rate extraction

Heart rate signal is a periodical signal modulated on the top of the breath signal. This
signal is weaker than the respiratory signal, and it can lead to the problem that the stronger
respiratory signal masks the weaker heart signal in the adjacent frequencies. To moderate
this problem, the algorithm in FFT frequency spectrum keeps only signals with 40 and
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higher frequencies per minute (beats). This filter removes breath frequency (usually 8-
16 breaths per minute). The maximum peak’s frequency (not the maximum value) of the
filtered FFT spectrum should represent approximate heart rate frequency with the accuracy
as in the breath rate 3.8. The heart frequency needs to be converted to minutes as in breath
rate.

3.2.4 Vital sign accuracy improvement

The initial vital sign value’s accuracy can be improved with additional spectral methods.
Zero padding has to be applied before the FFT, and the other methods have to be used after
the basic vital sign extraction. Zero crossing and Detection of Amplitude peaks methods
are used for detection of the period of the given signal. The quadratic interpolation method
counts the peak more accurately than the given peak and Zero padding method improves
the number of samples in the spectrum.

Zero padding

Application of the zero padding method can be applied together with one of the mentioned
methods bellow because they start after computation of FFT. On the contrary, the zero
padding starts before the computation of the FFT. Zero padding method has two main
advantages. It adds zeros to the end of the signal. Because of that, the FFT input signal is
more extended, and that is why the FFT result represents a longer vector which contains
more samples in the output FFT frequency spectrum. After the zero padding computation,
the resulted spectrum has more samples and is more smooth, but the main information
such as the position of the peak is unchanged. The second advantage of this method is that
the Fast Fourier Transformation algorithm works more efficiently with the input signal’s
total length which is N power of 2. That is the reason, why zero padding can be used to
pad samples to achieve the signal’s total length N power of 2.

The new frequency of samples has to be recomputed after application of the zero padding
via the formula below.

Zero crossing

Zero crossing method works with a signal which contains only the hearth/respiratory sig-
nal. In the previous step 3.2.3, the algorithm found the frequency spectrum peak of the
hearth/respiratory signal. This method keeps only the peak, and both adjacent values and
via inverse FFT (IFFT) computes the complex time-domain signal, which describes only
the hearth/respiratory signs. This method keeps the adjacent values because they can con-
tain part of the main (peak) signal. Since the inversed signal does not have an optimal
resolution to find the zero-crossing points precisely, the cubic spline is used for computation
of more points.

In the next step in this inversed and interpolated signal, the zero crossings are found
and the distances between them are computed. To get the length of the period from the
total distance, the average distance between two zero crossings is counted and multiplied
by 2. Length of the period represents the time of the period of the imputed inversed signal,
which is the phase of the bin’s signal in time. In the final step the number of period in one
minute is counted (60 divided with the period of the signal).
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Figure 3.7: Zero crossing method with crossing points.

Figure 3.8: Zero crossing method without cubic spline with crossing points.

Detection of Amplitude peaks

Detection of Amplitude peaks works on a similar principle as zero crossings. In the first
step, the inverse signal is obtained as in the Zero crossing method. This method does not
need any spline improvement step.

The different part of the method compared to zero crossing is in the section where
the distances between points are counted. The distances are not between zero points but
between the peaks of the amplitudes (local maxima). The rest of the algorithm has the
same steps as zero crossing. Thus the average length between the peaks is counted and the
period is converted to the minute rate.

Figure 3.9: Detection of amplitudes method.
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Quadratic interpolation

The quadratic interpolation can be used to compute more accurately the peak of any
sinusoidal signal. The signal spectral’s peak is usually substituted with polynomial or
parabola, and it is counted from the original peak and its adjacent values. This new peak
should become more accurate. This formula is counted from parabole [30] and variables
are described in the scheme.

𝑝 =
1

2

𝛼− 𝛾

𝛼− 2𝛽 + 𝛾
(3.9)

Figure 3.10: Quadratic interpolation method. Source: [30].
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Chapter 4

Realization and experiments

In this chapter, the realization of the proposed solution, explanation of the final choosen
methods, decisions which were made, ultimate experiments and evaluation of the solution
are described.

4.1 Realization
This section describes the installation and implementation of the proposed solution in
Python programming language. Specifically, how the radars behave in specific situations
and why particular methods were chosen or refused.

Tools installation

The solution is proposed, implemented and tested in programming language Python 3.5
because communication library for radar Xethru X4M03 is provided only in the version
for Python 3.5. The Python 3.5 needs to be installed according to the operating system.
The solution requires these installed Python libraries: Scipy and Numpy for mathematical
computations, Matplotlib for printing graphs, Pyusb for ascertaining all connected USB
devices, Pyserial and Configobj for Xethru module connector. Libraries are available in pip
package-management software.

Figure 4.1: Installation of the package.

Xethru provides a module connector library in the version for Matlab, Python and C++
language for Unix and Windows operating systems and is available here1. The module
connector in folder “ModuleConnector-Unix-135-x8664 − 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑥− 𝑔𝑛𝑢ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑.

Company Infineon provides a communication library for each radar in versions for Mat-
lab and C language for Windows and Unix operating systems. They offer another commu-
nication library for its platform, which already contains some preprogrammed processing
solutions. It is in C language, it can be adjusted and run only on their DAVE project
platform. To the DAVE project, it is necessary to flash the correct firmware via XMCTM

1ModuleConnector: https://github.com/novelda/Legacy-SW/tree/master/ModuleConnector
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Figure 4.2: Installation of the module connector.

Flasher. This solution uses only basic communication libraries, that is why no flashing
is needed. All software from the Infineon is available in the Infineon’s program “Infineon
Toolbox” 2.

Implementation

The solution is programmed in Python 3.5. There are 3 versions of the solution, for each
radar one version, and these solutions are similar. Each version is suited for the specific
radar, e.g. setting up the radar’s parameters and features specific for the particular radar
and obtaining different pieces of information. The versions among FMCW radars are more
alike than the UWB radar version because they contain the same communication library
and they are working on the same principle. The only differences are the usage of different
settings and filters and that they are obtaining different pieces of information.

Communication library and setting up radar

Infineon radars
Connection of Infineon’s communication library with radar is provided with C communica-
tion library. This library contains 9 modules and each module sets up and obtains different
settings and data. Because functions in the communication library distribute data via call-
back functions, these functions were rewritten to return these values, not to the callback
functions but to be returned as return values. The rewritten functions were added to the
original modules and their names differ from the original ones in the ending _Python. All
modules were compiled with created Makefile, which creates a shared library with the name
communLib.so. CommunLib.so is connected with Python via ctypes standard Python’s li-
brary 3. In Python’s modules C Communication library’s structures are created, and the
shared library is connected to the solution.

Figure 4.3: Connecting C shared library into the Python program.

In the main.py file, the Infineon device is searched in the port list and connected via
functions from the communication library. For each communication library which is used
in the solution, the library endpoint is created. If the device is found, the initialization (in
desktop type it is executed in desktop.py file) and specific type of program are executed
such as desktop application, real-time heatmap application and real-time raw data plot
application. In initialize.py the radar’s settings are set up. Main settings are number of
samples per chirp, number of chirps per frame, the format of the received signal, FIFO
buffer, scanning period, etc.

2Infineon toolbox: https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/tools/landing/infineontoolbox.html
3Ctypes library: https://docs.python.org/3.5/library/ctypes.html
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Xethru radar
Xethru radar is provided with a Python library and after the installation from the previous
chapter can be immediately imported to the project.

Figure 4.4: Importing module connector into the program.

In the main.py the Xethru device is searched in the list of ports via Python’s library
pySerial. If the device is found, the specific type of application is called (desktop application,
real-time heatmap application, real-time raw data application). The initialization of the
radar takes place after selection of the type of the program. The initialization is in the file
initialize.py, where the radar is connected, and new settings are updated. The settings are
DAC level, scanning frequency, enabling downconversion, pulse per step, offset and sensing
distance. In this file, the phase correction’s reference value is also computed.

Control of the algorithm

The main control functions are placed in the control.py file, and they are called from the
main or a graphical module. The functions are similar for both radars because the principles
of final algorithms are almost the same.

The first helping function is emptyBuffer, which empties FIFO radar’s buffer before vital
sensing. The first main function is realTimePlotData which provides real-time plotting of
the magnitude of the complex signal and the phase of the complex signal in the solution for
Xethru radar. In the solution for Infineon radars, this function provides real-time plotting
of the fast and the slow range of these radars and prints the distance and speed of the
detected target. In the Position2GO it prints angel of the target too.

The rest of the main functions, which are called plotHeatMap and localizePerson, pro-
vides the detection of the person based on vital signs sensing and the values of the vital signs
of the target. The function plotHeatMap has an initialization and settings at the beginning
of the application, and after the initialization, the localization algorithm begins running in
the infinite loop. This function can optionally plot the heatmap of the evaluation window,
phase of the selected bin and FFT magnitude of this bin.

The function localizePerson is repeatedly called from the GUI module and contains
only one cycle of the algorithm. That is why the initialization is called from the GUI
before the first cycle of this function. The initialization is placed in the second helping
function initLocalization. Both functions have a similar evaluation cycle. The evaluation
cycle obtains and preprocesses new data, and if it is evaluation iteration, it extracts new
data from the evaluation frame. No timer for obtaining new data is needed because all
radars have FIFO buffer, and they obtain data based on the set time period.

If the printing is enabled, it prints computed data, or if the saving data is enabled,
it saves data into the output file. At the beginning of the algorithm, feature vectors are
counted, the distance of the target is obtained, and if the target is calm, the evaluation
bin is selected. These steps are performed via functions from the getTarget.py file. The
selected bin’s phase can be adjusted with merging of the adjacent frames, filtered with the
median filter, which uses only one adjacent value from each side or zero-padded. In the last
section, the absolute value of the FFT output is counted, and via different methods, the
vital signs are extracted and enhanced from the magnitude. These methods are in the file
getVitalSings.py.
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Data acquisition

Raw data from the radar are obtained and preprocessed in functions which are in file get-
Data.py.

Infineon radars
The function getComplexFFTRangeData obtains the whole data frame from radar’s FIFO
buffer and based on the frame pieces of information and radar settings, this function reads
the data and saves them as a complex signal. The raw data represents the original frames
which are divided into sections, where each section represents one complex component from
one antenna with all chirps.

Figure 4.5: Data acquisition. Source:[16].

The file contains the second helping function emptyRoomFrame which senses the empty
room after the set delay and counts the mean of the empty room’s complex signal. These
data can be used for subtraction with the new obtained complex values to get only the
places where something is changed. This method is not used in the final solution, because
it does not bring an improvement, but the algorithm can be turned on in the desktop ap-
plication.

Xethru radar
There are three functions in the file getData.py. First function readFrame reads the radar
data from the radar s FIFO buffer, and if the downconversion is enabled, this function
assigns the first half of the frame as I component and the second half of the frame as a Q
component of the complex number. In the next step, this function executes phase noise
correction and computes noise corrected phase from the complex signal. The phase noise
correction class was programmed by company Xethru, adjusted by the author of this thesis
and comes from this article [25].

The downconversion is used because the raw data need to be converted to a lower
complex signal without any modulation. The downconversion can be performed by software
signal preprocessing, but in this solution, it has no additional advantages, that is why the
hardware downconversion is used. Function realTimeDataProcessing prepares data for real-
time plotting by counting the absolute value of the complex signal.

The last function is saveData, and this function manages the rolling buffer. In the first
run, it initializes new rolling buffer for values and saves new values into the buffer, in other
runs, it rolls the buffer and saves new values.

Localization of the target

Localization functions are placed in the file getTarget.py. In all final solutions, the feature
vectors method is used because of achieving better results. The method based on the fast
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range detection has a problem with the precise detection of the static target. The static
target distance was changing up to 0.7 meters, and often the algorithm has a problem to
detect the target at all.

That is the reason why the feature method was selected for the final solution. The
feature method needs the feature vectors to realize if the selected bin can be used or not.
Three feature vectors are used in the final algorithm. The first one is the average of
maximal FFT magnitude spectrum’s values in all bins and the second one is an average of
the remain values in the spectrum in all bins. Both values are computed during the process
of selecting the target bin in function localizeBin. The last value represents the average
FFT magnitude spectrum’s power in all bins (value is multiplied by its frequency) and is
counted in function powerFrame. Other features vectors were tested but no correlation
between them and the target’s movement status was not founded. There are similar to the
used feature vectors, but the averages are not obtained in horizontal but in the vertical
dimension. The other feature vector is an average of the difference between the current
and one of the previous frame which was obtained. These features can be obtained in the
functions verticalDifferenceFFT and verticalAvgFFT.

The distance of the target based on selected bin can be obtained by all these radars.
Since the position2GO radar has two antennas, the angle of the target can be obtained.
Infineon’s radars signal has a bad resolution where one bin has a resolution 0.75 m, because
of that the distance and the angle cannot be precisely determined. The detection of the
target was tested in the provided application by Infineon. Their detecting solution shows
the incorrect changes of the distance and angle even when the target is static. These radars
are more suited for outside detection.

Radars are capable of measuring signal only from the target, which is in the same room.
They are not able to obtain a signal behind the door, wall, etc.

As a localization algorithm, the feature vectors detection was selected for both radars
because this method obtains data with a better result in all devices. This method is
implemented in function localizeBin, and it returns the selected bin, and two feature vectors.
The bin is selected if the maximal peak value of the FFT spectrum is x times higher than
the average value of the remains values. If the bin is selected, the next x bins can be chosen
instead of the selected bin in case that they have better signal characteristics than the
previously selected bin. The criterion is the difference between the maximal peak value and
the average of the remain values. The maximum amount of possible reselected bins is also
set in the algorithm.

In Infineon radar’s solution, the function localizeTarget is called before function local-
izeBin. This function provides localization based on fast range. In the beginning, the mean
value of the radar’s signal is subtracted from itself, and the Hanning filter is used. The
signal has to be zero-padded because the bin’s resolution is a 0.75 m. The phase of the
zero-padded fast range is saved into the rolling buffer and used in localizeBin function.
From the slow range, the speed and from position2GO’s both antenna’s slow range and the
angle of the target is computed.

Extracting vital signs

When the bin is selected, the vital signs are extracted from the bin’s phase in the evaluation
window via functions located in the file getVitalSings.py. The function getMaxPeakFreq
obtains the biggest maximum peak from the given signal, which is bigger than the threshold
frequency. In this program, the signal is FFT spectral magnitude. When this function is
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called for the next time in the same cycle, then it continues where it stopped in the last
call. This function returns only basic vital signs with the accuracy of the FFT magnitude
spectrum 3.8.

The rest of the functions in the file getVitalSings.py take the results from the function
getMaxPeakFreq and recompute new result from it. Quadratic interpolation method is
implemented in the function quadraticInterpolation. Method Detection of amplitude peaks
is implemented in the function peaksOfAmplitudes. The last function is zeroPoints which
represents method zero-crossing where the cubic spline is used for better estimation of the
zero-crossing points. These zero-crossing points search is based on finding two sequent
points with a different sign. The point with the lower absolute value is chosen. All these
algorithms are described in the section 3.2.4.

GUI

The graphical user’s interface is built via tkinter Python’s standard library 4, and it is
implemented in the GUI.py file. The GUI has 3 main sections: Home page, Settings and
Help. In the home page in the left-sidebar are shown all the boxes with pieces of information
from running application based on the current settings and button for starting and stopping
the application. In the right side of the application is a circular sector with sectors which
show where the localized person is in the space. The settings section represents settings of
parameters which are used in the application. The help section represents the help page of
the application.

The GUI is implemented as a class Window which holds the GUI’s and the application’s
data. This class has a couple of methods which control GUI and update application settings.
In this file is function drawMap, which draws the circular sector’s localization map via
Python’s turtle library. There are 3 other helping functions in this file which help with the
starting and the ending of the localization algorithm. DesktopApplication function starts
and initializes the GUI.

Figure 4.6: Graphical user interface.

4Tkinter library: https://docs.python.org/3/library/tkinter.html
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4.2 Experiments
The solution was tested in operating system Linux Ubuntu 20.04 in the Python 3.5 with
versions of the libraries: Matplotlib 3.0.3, NumPy 1.18.2, pymoduleConnector 1.6.2, py-
Serial 3.4, pyUSB 1.0.2 and SciPy 1.4.1. The communication library from Infineon has
version 1.2.2. The evaluation was tested on the laptop with the RAM 16GB and the pro-
cessor intel i5-8250U. There were tested only Xethru and Distance2GO radars because the
Position2GO fell and was damaged.

4.2.1 Evaluation

Setup
The testing setup consists of two radars provided by the university, laptop, chest strap,
phone and headphones with a microphone. Chest strap’s model is Garmin HRM2-SS.
This model is connected to the phone Samsung Galaxy S9+ via ANT+. On the phone,
the application myWorkouts5 shows the heart rate of the person. Since the respiratory
rate makes a noise (inhalation and exhalation), the sound can be measured, and from
the spectrum of the audio signal, the respiratory rate can be obtained. The microphone
from the headphones is placed below the nose and is sensed via the Samsung’s Recorder
application. In the sensing process, the screen of the phone is split into two parts, and in
each half of the screen, one sensing application runs. The display of the phone is cast by the
application Screen Stream6 which transports the screen via HTTP on the local network,
and the phone’s casted screen is opened in the laptop’s browser. The radars are mounted
on the microphone stand. Because the sensors need to be compared in the same situations,
the evaluation applications for each radar are opened and run at the same time with the
casted phone’s screen to obtain reference values for the specific time. The video of the
captured desktop window with desktop applications from both radars, casted screen from
the phone and video of the room are recorded and saved for the future evaluation of the
results 4.7. Each data frame was saved into the structure in the JSON file.

Figure 4.7: Recorded screen during the evaluation.
5myWorkouts: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.myworkouts&hl=en
6Screen stream: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.dvkr.screenstream&hl=en
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Sensing and evaluation of the data
Three evaluation schemas were made to simulate the real situation of the usage of the
radars, that means: sensing the person when it is motionless, recognize if the person is
moving or not, or if there is no person at all. The person changes the respiratory rate
once per one schema. The application, which is beeping based on the set period, helps to
maintain the specific respiratory rate7. First evaluation schema took place in the smaller
room 3,5x4,5m and the second one in the bigger room 5,5x6,3m. In the last schema, radars
were sensing the person in the bed while it was sleeping.

In the small room, four evaluation places were placed on three spots, because at one
spot, the person sat at two different angles. The tested person had to stay at each place
for 80 seconds and in the half of the evaluation process, between the second and the third
evaluation place, had to change the respiratory rate. While sitting in the second place,
the person did small movements with the phone. Between the third and fourth place, the
person was walking for a few seconds around the room. The person sat at a different angle
to the radar in each place, and these spots were in these distances: 2.8, 2, 2.8, 3 m (in order
of evaluation schema) 4.8.

Figure 4.8: The first evaluation room.

In the second schema, four evaluation places at three spots took place in the bigger
room. The tested person had to stay at the first two evaluation places for 80 seconds and in
the last two places for 60 seconds. The person had to change the respiratory rate between
the second and the third evaluation place. The fourth evaluation place differs from the
third one in the person sitting style, but it is placed at the same spot. The person sat back
against the sofa compared to the third one, which caused worse sensing chest area for the
radar. The person sat at a different angle to the radar in each place. These spots were in
these distances: 3.1, 4.4, 6.2 meters 4.9.

The last evaluation schema consists of sensing and recording the person while sleeping
in the bed during the night. The sensing distance is 1.60m 4.10.

Five people attended the process of testing, and all of them were tested five times on the
first two schemas in each room. In the third schema, four people were evaluated each person
once. The evaluation window was 20 seconds long and the evaluation was assessed every
20 seconds. Both values are a reasonable compromise between the accuracy and period of
evaluated data. The Xethru radar sensing settings were set up to 5 meters in the smaller

7Breathe: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.jatra.inout&hl=en
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Figure 4.9: The second evaluation room.

Figure 4.10: The third evaluation schema.

room and during the third schema and in the bigger room was set up to 8 meters. The
Distance2GO radar is set for sensing up to 10 meters all the time.

The evaluation data saved in JSON were loaded via basic HTML page with JavaScript
and JavaScript’s library jQuery, which visualize the preview of the saved 20-second eval-
uation frames and the user chooses the frames, from which he counts the average values
4.11.

From the recorded video, the status mistakes are counted, e.g. the person is motionless,
but the radar detects a person as a moving target. The frames in the evaluation page
application are chosen based on the time from the recorded video while the person is sitting
and breathing with the same respiratory rate. The heart rate is visually obtained from
myWorkouts application. The respiratory rate are visually obtained from the spectrum of
the recorder and from the application’s period, which was beeping in the set period. The
averages of the values of vital signs which are computed while the person is sitting on the
given spots are counted during one measurement. From five measurements of one schema
that are performed by one person, another average is obtained. In the next step of the
evaluation, the average is counted from all measurements in one schema, regardless of the
measured person. To compare the computing methods between themselves the averages of
the first and second schema are counted and the best methods are selected.

The recorded video from the sleeping schema is too long for a detailed evaluation.
That is why five random parts of the video were selected. Since the respiratory rate is
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Figure 4.11: Helping evaluation application.

quite invariable during the sleep, the obtained respiratory rate values from the sound were
selected and compared to the values from the video. The next evaluation part was checking
if the radar is detecting the person all the time during the sleep and if the measured values
make sense. The changes in the target status are quite easily visually detected in the video.
Poorly detected parts were counted and the radar behavior was described.

4.2.2 Results

Data were evaluated according to the steps from the previous chapter 4.7.Even if the radars
are sensing the space at the same time the testing process is not the same for both radars.
Each radar has a different initialization period and that is why it runs in a different time and
can have different evaluation time compared to the other radar. Especially when something
happens at the early beginning or late end of the evaluation window, the radar can evaluate
different situations compared to the other device. That is why reference values were counted
individually for each radar. They were counted only for the correctly detected frames and
that is the reason why they can differ from the average reference values of the other radar.

The status mistake was counted as each incorrect status of the radar. Status changes
should appear with the new evaluation status. In extreme cases, changes should appear up
to the time length of the evaluation window.

In the first schema, when the person manipulated the phone and the radar detected
that the person was moving, it was considered as a mistake. In the second schema, when
the person sat back (between the third and the fourth evaluation place) and radar detected
the movement, it was considered as allowed behavior.

These two tables show the average values of each person of both radars for the specific
schema. 4.12 4.13.
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Eval. method/signal XET18 D2G19 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref.10res. r.11 13.79 14.00 12.63 12.68 12.44 11.62 12.46 12.43 12.47 12.85
Ref. hrt. r.12 72.60 72.60 68.20 68.20 65.80 65.80 56.00 56.00 79.00 79.00
Basic 13res. r. 11.65 15.66 12.64 12.73 13.03 14.38 12.11 13.20 13.36 25.45
Diff. amplit.14res. r. 13.22 15.72 13.18 12.94 13.59 15.00 12.75 13.88 13.41 25.33
Zero cross.15res .r. 11.67 15.35 12.28 12.36 12.88 14.18 12.01 13.29 13.13 25.26
Quad. inter.16res. r. 11.01 14.87 11.99 11.59 12.38 14.13 11.70 12.08 12.87 25.46
Basic hrt. r. 63.44 58.64 58.83 62.06 62.94 63.55 56.85 58.11 52.23 67.13
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 66.78 66.75 69.76 64.32 67.45 59.16 68.56 67.48 71.91 59.99
Zero cross. hrt. r. 66.93 66.38 65.94 64.06 67.39 58.72 68.80 67.25 71.97 59.66
Quad. inter. res. r. 62.82 59.26 58.24 61.49 62.29 62.37 56.13 56.65 51.65 68.83
False detection 0.80 5.80 1.20 4.20 1.00 9.00 0.20 5.80 0.80 9.00
Num. frames17 19.00 19.40 21.20 21.20 20.40 20.40 19.40 19.40 20.80 20.80

Figure 4.12: Average values of each person of the first schema.

Eval. method/signal XET1 D2G1 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref. res. r. 11.79 11.40 12.49 12.92 12.59 12.01 12.45 11.19 12.54 12.44
Ref. hrt. r. 75.20 75.20 76.20 76.20 66.00 66.00 62.20 62.20 72.00 72.00
Basic res. r. 12.64 13.42 12.96 14.94 12.07 13.92 14.79 15.97 13.34 19.45
Diff. amplit. res. r. 13.28 13.80 14.14 15.19 13.43 14.00 15.04 16.43 13.78 19.62
Zero cross. res. r. 12.64 13.27 12.69 14.88 12.11 13.72 14.55 16.03 12.94 19.17
Quad. inter. res. r. 12.16 11.07 12.45 13.66 11.53 12.95 14.31 14.72 12.82 18.06
Basic hrt. r. 78.79 61.72 64.47 55.63 77.15 56.23 62.63 54.59 71.28 56.95
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 65.02 65.44 67.61 67.87 65.88 77.44 66.62 69.07 65.05 66.25
Zero cross. hrt. r. 65.10 65.14 67.68 67.65 65.99 77.06 66.39 68.98 64.77 65.88
Quad. inter. res. r. 78.21 61.29 64.15 55.24 76.62 55.17 62.03 54.06 70.63 56.47
False detection 0.20 0.80 0.00 4.20 0.20 4.40 0.20 5.60 0.00 4.00
Num. frames 17.40 17.60 19.40 19.40 18.00 18.60 17.80 17.80 18.80 19.00

Figure 4.13: Average values of each person of the second schema.

From these two tables can be observed, that radars achieved similar results from both
schemas. The second schema was tested in a bigger and more open room. In the more open
space, the signal did not reflect so much off the walls and that is why there was not so much
noise. Compared to the second schema, the first one was in a smaller room, so there was
a more noise, but the targets were closer. Both schemas contain some positions where the
person was harder to detect, especially simulating some activity with the phone, sitting in
a quite uncomfortable position on the bed, facing the radar from the side, sitting far from

8Xethru radar 1st person
9Distance 2 GO radar 1st person

10Ref. - Reference
11res. r. - Respiratory rate per minute
12hrt. r. - Heart rate per minute
13Basic - Basic FFT maximum peak method
14Diff. amplit. - Difference of the amplitude method
15Zero cross. - Zero crossing method
16Quad. inter. - Quadratic interpolation method
17Num. frames - Average number of evaluated frames
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the radar under the poor angle. All these spots were causing none or strong nonperiodic
signals and that is why sometimes the radar badly detect the vital signs.

Eval. method/signal XET118 D2G119 XET2 D2G2 XET AVG D2GO AVG
Ref. res. r. 12.76 12.72 12.37 11.99 12.57 12.35
Ref. hrt. r. 68.32 68.32 70.32 70.32 69.32 69.32
Basic res. r. 12.56 16.28 13.16 15.54 12.86 15.91
Diff. amplit. res. r. 13.23 16.57 13.94 15.81 13.58 16.19
Zero cross. res. r. 12.40 16.09 12.99 15.41 12.69 15.75
Quad. inter. res. r. 11.99 15.63 12.65 14.09 12.32 14.86
Basic hrt. r. 58.86 61.90 70.86 57.02 64.86 59.46
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 68.89 63.54 66.04 69.21 67.46 66.38
Zero cross. hrt. r. 68.21 63.22 65.99 68.94 67.10 66.08
Quad. inter. res. r. 58.23 61.72 70.33 56.44 64.28 59.08
False detection 0.80 6.76 0.12 3.80 0.46 5.28
Num. frames 20.16 20.24 18.28 18.48 19.22 19.36

Table 4.1: Average values of both schemas and average of
these averages.

In the last table 4.1 are presented averages of values from both schemas. The better
solution is on the Xethru radar. The values are not so far among both radars, but in
D2GO radar a lot of frames were not evaluated, because radar did not identify the person
as motionless even though it was. That is why a lot of values were skipped and only the
strong ones were evaluated. In the Xethru radar, less than 3% of target status were detected
falsely.

The respiratory rate by the Xethru radar was reasonably detected in both schemas and
by D2GO in some cases too. The heart rate from the table looks quite good too, but in a
real situation, in the current time, the radar hit the correct value only sometimes. The best
evaluation method for obtaining respiratory rate in Xethru radar based on the table was zero
crossing and then quadratic interpolation. In D2GO it was Quadratic interpolation. The
best evaluation methods for obtaining heart rate in both radars are amplitude differences
of amplitudes and quadratic interpolation.

The Xethru radar worked in the third schema without any problems. The accuracy was
+- 2-3 bpm and usually, results were exact. If the person turned in the bed or went out
of the bed, the radar reacted on it correctly, it changed the status and when the person
was motionless it began detecting vital signs. The D2GO radar did not detect the person
during a sleep correctly. Most likely because of the mistake in the radar or communication
library, after more than an hour this radar disconnected from the laptop.

Values from each test, from the first and second schema, can be found in the tables in
appendix A. Video recordings with each person in each schema and all saved data in JSON
file from the testing are attached on DVD B.

18Xethru radar 1st schema
19Distance 2 GO radar 1st schema
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4.2.3 Sugestion for improvements

From time to time some of the results are not stable. It can be caused by not ideal
monitoring angle between the radar and the target person, by the resolution of the radar or
by small movements. To achieve better results, the more accurate radar or solution, which
cooperates with more radars, is needed. Accuracy of radars is based on the bandwidth
which is regulated with communication regulators and often there is not bandwidth long
enough and that is why the special permission is needed. The solution based on more radar
devices has not only a higher chance that the person is better faced to the radar but also
can monitor several people. Radars can cover a bigger sensed space and cooperate together.
The connection to all radars can be provided via remote communication with the server.

The better, more accurate radar usually obtains more data, and that is why to process
this amount of data the faster algorithm will be needed. To speed up the solution, the
algorithm can be implemented in c or c++ language, which is much faster than python.

These kinds of electronics are very sensitive and can be affected by external factors.
Because these devices are cooled passively, the temperature can rise rapidly and the higher
temperature can affect the sensed data. That is why the cooling system should be added
to the final solution.

The last but very important suggestion is that it will be better to test this solution in a
laboratory or with better reference devices. In laboratory settings, it is easier to control the
undesirable extraneous variables which could affect the results. In this evaluation process
can happen, that a little bit different values can be counted and the final result can be
biased.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Nowadays, in the era of smart solutions and a huge emphasis on data privacy, it is very
desirable to detect the human presence anonymously and to recognize if the sensed person
is in good health condition. This bachelor thesis aims to propose an algorithmic solution for
the detection of people based on vital sign sensing, specifically on the heart and respiratory
rate. After familiarization with the university provided radars, the solution is implemented.
In the solution the data are sensed via UWB pulse radar or FMCW radar, then the signal
is processed, vital signs are extracted and more precisely counted via additional methods.
The thesis shows the functionality of the solution in the experimental measurements and
presents their results.

The issues related to the topic of FMCW and UWB, radar signal processing and vital
signs detection were studied in detail. Many articles, solutions and academic works were
read to gain greater knowledge about the topic and explore possible ways how to implement
the final solution.

As a part of the implementation, the Infineon’s communication libraries were rewritten
and connected to the python solution. Several filters, localization methods and other im-
provements for each radar were tried, and the final solution for each radar was created and
except damaged position2GO also tested. For easier manipulation and measurements with
the radar, the basic GUI was created, and the possibility to export sensed data into JSON
file added.

The solution provides a real-time evaluation of the human for quite long distance, com-
pared to other vital sign solution in this price category. The Xethru radar provides reason-
able results which can detect if the human is moving, when the person is sufficiently facing
the radar and detect him and his vital signs. This radar can also monitor person during
sleep. Distance2GO radar provides not so pleasant results and that is primarily caused by
the resolution of the radar which is only 0.75 m.

As a part of the evaluation two schemas, each in the different room, were created. In
each schema, four spots in different distances and under different angles took places in the
testing rooms. These two schemas were tested on five people and each person was tested
five times in each schema. Four people were also tested during their sleep. All the values
were evaluated and the methods were compared. This kind of research is still quite new,
and the rapidly developing and affordable radar technologies provide many opportunities.
Also because of the needs for the smart home’s systems and restrictions from the data
privacy, these technologies have huge potential.

There are many ways how to improve the detection of the people such as using more
accurate radar devices, connecting more radars together and improve the processing algo-
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rithm. That is the reason why it is definitely worth focusing on this topic and continue
with onward research.
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Appendix A

Detail results from testing

Tables with detail values from the testing

Eval. met./sig. XET11 D2G12 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref.3res. r.4 11.81 11.82 11.82 11.67 12.50 12.22 10.91 11.79 21.92 22.50
Ref. hrt. r.5 75.00 75.00 74.00 74.00 72.00 72.00 71.00 71.00 71.00 71.00
Basic6res. r. 10.91 17.73 10.91 13.25 10.50 10.00 9.55 16.71 16.38 20.63
Diff. amplit.7res. r. 13.45 17.27 10.82 13.25 13.08 10.67 9.45 16.43 19.31 21.00
Zero cross.8res. r. 10.82 17.36 10.45 12.83 10.75 10.33 9.27 15.86 17.08 20.38
Quad. inter.9res. r. 10.27 17.09 10.45 12.17 9.92 8.56 8.73 16.43 15.69 20.13
Basic hrt. r. 52.09 66.82 85.64 56.50 68.00 70.00 55.64 48.86 55.85 51.00
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 70.73 60.91 64.09 69.25 60.08 58.78 73.91 73.43 65.08 71.38
Zero cross. hrt. r. 70.64 60.55 64.73 69.50 59.42 58.44 74.55 72.29 65.31 71.13
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 51.36 72.45 85.18 55.50 67.33 69.33 54.82 49.14 55.38 49.88
False detection 2.00 6.00 2.00 5.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 6.00
Num. frames10 19.00 19.00 20.00 20.00 19.00 19.00 18.00 19.00 19.00 20.00

Figure A.1: Detail values of the first person in the first schema.

1Xethru radar 1st repetition
2Distance 2 GO radar 1st repetition
3Ref. - Reference
4res. r. - Respiratory rate per minute
5hrt. r. - Heart rate per minute
6Basic - Basic FFT maximum peak method
7Diff. amplit. - Difference of the amplitude method
8Zero cross. - Zero crossing method
9Quad. inter. - Quadratic interpolation method

10Num. frames - Average number of evaluated frames
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Eval. met./sig. XET6 D2G6 XET7 D2G7 XET8 D2G8 XET9 D2G9 XET10 D2G10
Ref. res. r. 12.08 11.50 12.08 11.54 12.73 12.31 13.18 12.73 8.86 8.93
Ref. hrt. r. 74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00 77.00 77.00 76.00 76.00 75.00 75.00
Basic res. r. 11.50 13.75 16.25 12.69 13.36 12.92 13.36 16.36 8.73 11.36
Diff. amplit. res. r. 13.08 14.17 18.25 13.62 13.45 13.23 12.82 16.36 8.82 11.64
Zero cross. res. r. 11.83 13.67 16.83 12.69 13.09 12.46 12.73 16.18 8.73 11.36
Quad. inter. res. r. 11.33 9.00 16.00 13.31 12.91 12.00 12.45 15.82 8.09 5.21
Basic hrt. r. 62.75 64.00 55.75 60.92 146.18 63.69 49.64 61.91 79.64 58.07
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 65.17 64.58 67.50 66.92 55.09 63.31 73.18 64.91 64.18 67.50
Zero cross. hrt. r. 64.67 64.08 68.08 66.92 54.91 62.77 73.73 64.64 64.09 67.29
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 62.50 64.83 54.83 60.08 145.73 62.92 49.09 61.18 78.91 57.43
False detection 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00
Num. frames 17.00 17.00 17.00 18.00 18.00 17.00 17.00 18.00 18.00 18.00

Figure A.2: Detail values of the first person in the second schema.

Eval. met./sig. XET1 D2G1 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref. res. r. 12.78 12.73 12.69 11.88 12.67 13.75 12.50 12.31 12.50 12.73
Ref. hrt. r. 71.00 71.00 68.00 68.00 67.00 67.00 69.00 69.00 66.00 66.00
Basic res. r. 12.67 12.55 12.92 13.50 12.80 11.50 11.75 12.46 13.07 13.64
Diff. amplit. res. r. 13.00 12.36 13.38 13.19 14.33 12.33 11.33 12.92 13.86 13.91
Zero cross. res. r. 12.89 12.27 11.92 13.25 12.53 11.17 11.42 11.85 12.64 13.27
Quad. inter. res. r. 12.00 11.91 12.15 12.19 12.20 11.17 11.00 10.23 12.57 12.45
Basic hrt. r. 48.33 60.82 59.77 66.94 71.33 75.50 51.50 53.31 63.21 53.73
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 73.78 66.73 65.85 63.06 71.60 52.17 71.08 70.54 66.50 69.09
Zero cross. hrt. r. 74.11 66.64 65.92 63.13 51.47 52.00 71.92 70.08 66.29 68.45
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 48.00 60.18 59.00 66.19 70.65 75.00 50.83 52.69 62.71 53.36
False detection 5.00 6.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 8.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 4.00
Num. frames 22.00 22.00 20.00 20.00 24.00 24.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00

Figure A.3: Detail values of the second person in the first schema.

Eval. met./sig. XET6 D2G6 XET7 D2G7 XET8 D2G8 XET9 D2G9 XET10 D2G10
Ref. res. r. 12.31 13.00 12.92 12.69 12.31 12.73 12.86 13.33 12.08 12.86
Ref. hrt. r. 78.00 78.00 79.00 79.00 77.00 77.00 75.00 75.00 72.00 72.00
Basic res. r. 12.92 15.30 11.75 15.92 13.15 15.00 13.71 14.33 13.25 14.14
Diff. amplit. res. r. 13.54 15.10 12.08 16.15 14.85 16.36 16.00 14.78 14.25 13.57
Zero cross. res. r. 13.08 15.80 11.33 15.69 12.85 14.64 13.79 14.56 12.42 13.71
Quad. inter. res. r. 12.69 14.50 11.25 14.15 12.54 14.09 12.93 13.11 12.83 12.43
Basic hrt. r. 48.00 54.90 50.00 51.46 83.77 54.27 55.07 59.67 85.50 57.86
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 76.23 66.60 73.75 71.77 63.92 68.27 68.14 67.00 56.00 65.71
Zero cross. hrt. r. 76.77 66.70 73.42 71.54 63.85 68.18 68.71 66.56 55.67 65.29
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 47.31 54.40 49.50 51.54 82.85 53.64 54.43 58.89 86.67 57.71
False detection 0.00 5.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 6.00
Num. frames 19.00 19.00 18.00 18.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00

Figure A.4: Detail values of the second person in second schema.
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Eval. met./sig. XET1 D2G1 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref. res. r. 11.92 11.11 12.69 12.00 12.08 12.50 13.00 10.00 12.50 12.50
Ref. hrt. r. 56.00 56.00 65.00 65.00 71.00 71.00 72.00 72.00 65.00 65.00
Basic res. r. 13.38 17.00 15.86 8.40 11.50 13.50 12.00 16.50 12.43 16.50
Diff. amplit. res. r. 14.15 17.78 16.21 11.20 12.00 13.50 12.20 16.50 13.36 16.00
Zero cross. res. r. 13.31 16.67 15.86 8.40 11.17 13.33 12.00 16.50 12.07 16.00
Quad. inter. res. r. 12.85 16.67 15.21 8.00 10.83 13.00 11.30 15.00 11.71 18.00
Basic hrt. r. 51.00 54.67 49.29 72.60 53.00 58.50 83.40 63.00 78.00 69.00
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 71.85 70.22 75.14 51.60 69.58 63.50 58.30 57.50 62.36 53.00
Zero cross. hrt. r. 71.62 70.22 75.14 50.40 69.67 63.00 58.40 57.00 62.14 53.00
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 50.08 53.56 48.64 71.80 52.58 58.00 82.70 60.50 77.43 68.00
False detection 3.00 6.00 0.00 9.00 1.00 9.00 1.00 8.00 0.00 13.00
Num. frames 23.00 23.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 19.00 19.00 20.00 20.00

Figure A.5: Detail values of the third person in first schema.

Eval. met./sig. XET6 D2G6 XET7 D2G7 XET8 D2G8 XET9 D2G9 XET10 D2G10
Ref. res. r. 12.92 13.33 12.86 11.67 13.18 13.57 12.08 11.00 11.92 10.50
Ref. hrt. r. 64.00 64.00 67.00 67.00 68.00 68.00 66.00 66.00 65.00 65.00
Basic res. r. 11.75 16.67 12.21 17.00 12.00 10.71 14.00 13.20 10.38 12.00
Diff. amplit. res. r. 12.58 16.22 12.64 17.89 13.64 10.57 15.92 13.60 12.38 11.70
Zero cross. res. r. 12.00 16.33 12.43 17.00 12.00 10.14 13.67 13.40 10.46 11.70
Quad. inter. res. r. 11.08 16.00 11.86 16.44 11.18 10.00 13.67 11.20 9.85 11.10
Basic hrt. r. 59.75 59.33 78.43 47.00 78.27 55.71 92.00 65.40 77.31 53.70
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 68.58 67.00 68.57 76.67 63.00 65.86 62.33 108.80 66.92 68.90
Zero cross. hrt. r. 68.25 66.89 68.79 76.11 62.91 65.00 62.00 108.60 68.00 68.70
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 59.00 58.89 77.93 45.22 77.91 54.71 91.58 64.00 76.69 53.00
False detection 0.00 3.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 3.00 1.00 7.00 0.00 4.00
Num. frames 19.00 20.00 18.00 18.00 17.00 18.00 18.00 19.00 18.00 18.00

Figure A.6: Detail values of the third person in second schema.

Eval. met./sig. XET1 D2G1 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref. res. r. 12.50 12.78 12.69 12.73 12.33 11.67 12.50 12.50 12.27 12.50
Ref. hrt. r. 56.00 56.00 55.00 55.00 56.00 56.00 55.00 55.00 58.00 58.00
Basic res. r. 14.36 11.33 10.38 13.91 12.40 15.75 9.75 10.50 13.64 14.50
Diff. amplit. res. r. 14.71 13.56 11.77 14.82 12.20 15.83 11.33 10.38 13.73 14.83
Zero cross. res. r. 14.21 12.11 10.69 14.91 11.87 15.67 9.92 9.75 13.36 14.00
Quad. inter. res. r. 14.00 10.89 10.15 13.64 11.73 14.08 9.33 8.13 13.27 13.67
Basic hrt. r. 52.07 55.33 54.69 56.73 67.20 54.00 49.75 55.50 60.55 69.00
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 71.64 68.22 69.46 71.36 66.40 69.58 72.58 65.25 62.73 63.00
Zero cross. hrt. r. 71.93 67.11 69.54 71.27 66.27 70.08 73.33 65.13 62.91 62.67
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 51.21 54.22 54.08 55.91 66.47 50.67 49.00 54.13 59.91 68.33
False detection 0.00 6.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 6.00 1.00 5.00 0.00 7.00
Num. frames 20.00 20.00 19.00 19.00 19.00 19.00 20.00 20.00 19.00 19.00

Figure A.7: Detail values of the fourth person in first schema.
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Eval. met./sig. XET6 D2G6 XET7 D2G7 XET8 D2G8 XET9 D2G9 XET10 D2G10
Ref. res. r. 13.00 10.00 12.27 11.25 12.92 12.50 13.40 14.50 11.60 11.00
Ref. hrt. r. 63.00 63.00 64.00 64.00 60.00 60.00 59.00 59.00 65.00 65.00
Basic res. r. 16.91 15.00 15.00 9.75 15.25 23.00 14.06 18.90 12.75 13.20
Diff. amplit. res. r. 17.45 15.00 14.82 10.13 15.42 22.92 14.44 19.70 13.08 14.40
Zero cross. res. r. 16.91 15.00 14.27 10.25 14.83 22.42 14.06 18.90 12.67 13.60
Quad. inter. res. r. 16.27 14.50 14.36 8.38 14.92 21.00 13.69 17.90 12.33 11.80
Basic hrt. r. 55.09 43.50 88.36 56.63 60.25 58.50 54.94 59.70 54.50 54.60
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 67.55 82.50 63.82 67.63 63.75 65.00 68.00 63.20 70.00 67.00
Zero cross. hrt. r. 67.73 82.50 63.09 67.50 63.67 64.50 67.63 63.20 69.83 67.20
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 54.36 43.50 87.82 55.50 59.83 59.50 54.13 58.00 54.00 53.80
False detection 0.00 8.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 6.00 1.00 7.00
Num. frames 16.00 15.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 20.00 20.00 17.00 18.00

Figure A.8: Detail values of the fourth person in second schema.

Eval. met./sig. XET1 D2G1 XET2 D2G2 XET3 D2G3 XET4 D2G4 XET5 D2G5
Ref. res. r. 12.86 13.57 12.50 13.00 12.67 11.43 12.67 15.00 11.67 11.25
Ref. hrt. r. 80.00 80.00 83.00 83.00 78.00 78.00 80.00 80.00 74.00 74.00
Basic res. r. 11.36 22.71 13.50 16.80 13.60 30.00 14.60 30.00 13.75 27.75
Diff. amplit. res. r. 11.79 22.57 13.88 16.60 13.47 29.71 14.27 30.00 13.67 27.75
Zero cross. res. r. 11.71 22.86 13.00 16.20 13.33 30.00 14.20 30.00 13.42 27.25
Quad. inter. res. r. 10.79 21.71 13.13 15.00 13.20 29.14 14.00 29.43 13.25 32.00
Basic hrt. r. 58.50 55.29 51.56 70.80 52.20 60.43 48.40 68.14 50.50 81.00
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 67.64 66.86 72.13 59.60 72.27 63.43 74.67 58.57 72.83 51.50
Zero cross. hrt. r. 68.07 65.71 71.63 59.20 72.40 63.29 74.67 58.86 73.08 51.25
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 57.79 66.71 50.81 70.20 51.67 59.43 47.73 67.57 50.25 80.25
False detection 0.00 8.00 0.00 10.00 2.00 8.00 0.00 8.00 2.00 11.00
Num. frames 20.00 20.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00

Figure A.9: Detail values of the fifth person in first schema.

Eval. met./sig. XET6 D2G6 XET7 D2G7 XET8 D2G8 XET9 D2G9 XET10 D2G10
Ref. res. r. 12.33 12.50 12.67 12.08 12.50 12.69 12.33 12.08 12.86 12.86
Ref. hrt. r. 73.00 73.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00 72.00 72.00 65.00 65.00
Basic res. r. 14.00 21.00 12.00 14.50 10.50 25.62 15.40 16.00 14.79 20.14
Diff. amplit. res. r. 13.87 22.38 13.13 14.92 10.81 25.31 16.07 15.50 15.00 20.00
Zero cross. res. r. 13.67 21.00 11.53 14.17 9.94 25.23 14.87 15.58 14.71 19.86
Quad. inter. res. r. 13.47 18.50 11.60 13.33 10.00 23.92 14.80 15.42 14.21 19.14
Basic hrt. r. 60.80 57.38 51.20 65.25 80.81 53.77 64.60 56.50 99.00 51.86
Diff. amplit. hrt. r. 65.60 65.25 72.00 59.42 64.56 69.54 63.87 66.75 59.21 70.29
Zero cross. hrt. r. 65.13 64.75 71.93 59.33 64.31 68.92 63.40 66.83 59.07 69.57
Quad. inter. hrt. r. 60.20 56.50 50.60 63.75 80.13 55.08 63.67 55.58 98.57 51.43
False detection 0.00 6.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 6.00
Num. frames 19.00 20.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 21.00 21.00 18.00 18.00

Figure A.10: Detail values of the fifth person in second schema.
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Appendix B

DVD Structure

Structure of the attached DVD’s files is:

∙ /program/D2GO Program for D2GO radar with library.

∙ /program/P2GO Program for P2GO radar with library.

∙ /program/xethru Program for xethru radar.

∙ /README.md Description of DVD structure and how to run the program.

∙ /sources Important sources for this thesis (communication libraries, documentations,
manuals, etc.).

∙ /tests/JSON Folder with helping evaluation script and folders with obtained data
from the testing.

∙ /tests/video Part of the video recordings from the radar testing.

∙ /text The thesis latex project with Makefile and BibTeX.

∙ /xplace01.pdf Text of the thesis.
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